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SERVING THE 
UNDERSERVED

Bringing Clear Vision
 to Every Corner of India!

#HelpingIndiaSEEBetter



OUR SOCIETAL IMPACT
Key Highlights of March 2023

8450+
Free Eye Screenings 

Conducted 

3600+
Spectacles Dispensed In 200 

Communities

700+ 
School Children's Eye

Screenings Completed

290+
Cataract Surgeries 

Sponsored

100+ 
Good Vision Technicians And 

Optometrists Associated 
With Us

Areas of Operation: Odisha, Jharkhand and West Bengal



GOOD VISION GERMANY FOUNDER 
AND INDIA COORDINATOR VISITS 
OUR WORK SITE 

The visit of Good Vision founder, Mr. Martin Aufmuth, and India Coordinator, Ms. Antje Christ, to our work 

sites in Jharkhand, Odisha, and West Bengal was a momentous occasion. Their visit provided us with 

valuable insights into the work we do. Their commitment to creating sustainable solutions for eye care was 

truly inspiring, and we were honored to have them witness our efforts towards the same cause.

During their visit, Mr. Aufmuth and Ms. Christ observed the impact of our work on the local communities. 

They also met with our team members and beneficiaries to gain a deeper understanding of our approach 

and the challenges we face. Their feedback and suggestions will help us improve and expand our efforts in 

the future.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ein-dollar-brille/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/antje-christ-0ab20875


NEW CARE NETRAM VISION 
CENTRE INAUGURATED

Our New Vision Center In Bokaro, Jharkhand Was 
Inaugurated By Mr. Martin Aufmuth, Founder Of 
Good Vision Germany. 

The new Vision Center is a testament to our commitment to providing quality eye care services to 

underserved communities. It is equipped with state-of-the-art equipment and staffed with highly 

trained eye care professionals who are dedicated to delivering the best possible care to our patients.



EMPOWERING THE NEXT 
GENERATION OF OPTOMETRISTS

The collaboration between Care Netram and Arka Jain University, Jamshedpur marks a significant milestone. 

Through this partnership, aspiring optometrists will have access to world-class training through B.OPTOM 

course and get an opportunity to work with Care Netram for a better societal impact. 

Care Netram signs MOU with Arka Jain University, 
Jamshedpur to Train and Develop Future Optical 
Professionals!



MAKING A DIFFERENCE IN THE LIVES 
OF RURAL CHILDREN IN ODISHA

The camp provided much-needed eye care services to the rural children in Odisha and raised awareness 

about the importance of regular eye check-ups. 700+ school children in Odisha benefitted from free eye 

screenings & received vision supporting glasses. 



Clear Vision, Bright Future

Story of  Anita Gageranga,
A Student at Kadama 
Ashram School

"I study at Kadama Ashram School Hostel, and from the last four months, I was struggling with my vision and 

finding it difficult to see things far away. However, due to my family's financial constraints, my father was 

unable to take me to the hospital for an eye checkup. Fortunately, Care Netram organized a free eye camp at 

my school. I am extremely grateful to Care Netram for their efforts in providing much-needed eye care 

services and offering me glasses free of cost."

- Anita Gageranga



ADDRESSING VISION CARE 
NEEDS OF THE TRIBAL 
PEOPLE IN INDIA

Story of  Ramiti Dalabehera, 
A Tribal Woman

Tribal communities of India are the most underserved communities. Access to primary vision care services is 

a luxury for them. Thus we at Care Netram are continuously taking steps to reach the unreached sections of 

the society and provide accessible and affordable vision care services.

"As a poor tribal woman who performs traditional tribal dance, my far vision problem had severely impacted 

my ability to perform and earn a livelihood. However, my life changed when Care Netram conducted a free 

eye test at our Puttasing Pachayat. I received a comprehensive eye examination from their staff and was 

able to purchase affordable glasses right there, without any financial burden. Thanks to the assistance of 

Care Netram."

- Ramiti Dalabehera



SUPORTING HEALTH & WELLBEING OF
UNREACHED PLACES IN INDIA

In collaboration with ASHA (Accredited Social Health Activist), an eye camp was recently organized at 

Balarampur village, providing free eye checkups and treatment to the local population. The camp aimed to 

raise awareness about the importance of eye health and to provide much-needed services to the 

underserved communities in the area.

In this eye camp,  40+ people got their eye checked up and 20+ people received affordable eye glasses. 

Eye Camp Organized At Balarampur village In 
collaboration with ASHA Accredited Social Health 
Activist.

https://nhm.gov.in/index1.php?lang=1&level=1&sublinkid=150&lid=226


Story of  Ahalya Mallick,
A Housewife

HAPPY BENEFICIARIES FROM OUR 
COMMUNITY EYE CAMP

The life of some rural people truly get transformed 
with just a pair of glasses and restored vision!

Hear it from them...

"I was facing problems with my far vision for some time, but did not visit the eye hospital in fear of expense. I 

could not do my household work properly and stumbled many times. Thanks to care netram eye camp, I 

underwent a comprehensive eye test and found out my eye power. The staff provided me with suitable 

glasses, and after wearing them, I can see very clearly. I am glad that I visited the eye camp. It's like a miracle, 

I can now see clearly!"

- Ahalya Mallick



  
FOSTERING EYE HEALTH EQUITY: 
ADDRESSING THE NEEDS OF 
UNDERSERVED PEOPLE IN INDIA

The camp provided free eye examinations to 40+ patients who also received glasses at an affordable price. Of 

these patients, 25+ were diagnosed with cataracts and were referred to Vision Care Eye Hospital for free 

surgery. The locals were highly satisfied with the quality of service and arrangements provided at the camp, 

which proved to be a valuable resource for improving eye health in the community.

Eye Camp Organized At Ratagarh, Bhubaneswar. 
The camp was inaugurated by Help India.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/2320090964750351/?ref=share&mibextid=KtfwRi


REACHING OUT TO
UNDERSERVED AREAS 

We at Care Netram successfully organized a free eye camp at Khandagiribari, Odisha. 20+attendees were 

provided with affordable glasses, while five were referred to a hospital for cataract surgery. The residents' 

high level of satisfaction and cooperation with the camp organisers was encouraging, indicating the 

importance of such initiatives in promoting eye health awareness and accessibility to eye care services in the 

community.

A Free Eye Camp was Organized at Khandagiribari, 
Odisha



GOOD VISION FOR GOOD LIFE

Transforming Lives with Every Pair:
Sponsoring Cataract Surgery and Reading Glasses for 
Those in Need!

By sponsoring cataract surgery, we are helping individuals to overcome one of the leading causes of blindness 

and providing them with the opportunity to regain their vision. Furthermore, by providing reading glasses, we 

are enabling individuals to carry out their daily activities with ease and efficiency.



CARE NEREAM ANNUAL VISION 
TECHNICIAN EXAM

At our annual exam for GVTs ( Good Vision Technicians), our technicians takes an exam to ensure that they 

are providing the highest quality of care to our patients. It helps them stay up-to-date with the latest 

advancements in vision care. They also express their commitment to providing the best possible care to their 

patients.

The organization's vision technicians come together to test 
their skills and knowledge to ensure quality care to 
patients. 



ANNUAL DAY OF CARE NETRAM

Not Letting Poor Vision Steal Their Independence 
We celebrated annual day at Care Netram in March. Every year, we come together to celebrate our shared 

vision of creating a healthier, happier world. It's been an incredible year of growth and accomplishment, and 

we're excited to share our journey with you.



TRANSFORMING LIVES
WITH THE POWER OF SIGHT

Good Vision | Good Life 

#HelpIndiaSEEBetter  


